IFFR-FRANCE

SPRING MEETING
IN VOLCANOES REGION
27 OR 28 AVRIL – 1ST OR 2 MAY 2016

This meeting is to be held in Auvergne at the very centre of France under the sign of the Fire:
the fire of volcanoes, the fire of forges, the fire of the god Mercury, and … that of your
enthusiasm: you'll see, it'll blow up in flames!

The organization, however, declines all responsibility in case
volcanoes actually awaken, or should one of us die by excess of
enthusiasm ... Know that, as shown on the map beside, the risk is not
negligible !

Wednesday, April 27:
Warming up is to be provided with the visit of Le Puy-en-Velay (this is an option, but highly
recommended, we tried it for you).
Gathering on LFHP airfield before 1200 LT; lunch taken there or in town.
Visit of the site and the city during the afternoon (guided tours available; decision to be made
depending on the number of participants).

The church of Saint-Michel-d'Aiguilhe is built on top a
volcanic chimney - a neck - dated more than a million years,
and 82 meters high.
This particular place was always considered sacred. A
prehistoric dolmen was built at the top, the table was
reused in the chapel.
The mount was dedicated to the Celtic goddess Ana. It was
inhabited by Vellaves, a Gallic tribe, until the Romans do
settle in Le Puy, then called Anicium, people who worship
Mercury, the messenger of the gods with winged

sandals. (Mercury is a romanization of the Celtic god of the sun Lugh)
After the fall of the Roman Empire, the barbarian onslaught caused the destruction of the site
and the massacre of the inhabitants.
Around 365, the bishop Vosy (or Euodius) settled at Le Puy, easy situation to defend ... but the
story remains troubled: Julius Nepos, emperor of Rome, leaving the Visigoths took control of
Auvergne.
Miracles have been recorded on Mount Anis, Bishop
Vosy entrusted Scutaire, Roman architect, the mission
to build a church there. The Council of Ephesus lead the
development of the cult of the Virgin and the Church
Anicium was dedicated in 6th century.
Le Puy-en-Velay became the starting point of the Via
Podiensis, one of the major routes of the pilgrimage to
Saint Jacques de Compostela ; it is linked to the
"displacement" of the bishop of Puy, Godescalc in 950
in Galicia for "touching the divine mercy humbly
imploring the protection of the Apostle St. Jacques."
Prehistoric megaliths, Druidism worship in Gaul, then
Gallo-Roman, Christian finally, this place is at the core
of the relationship between the human and the divine,
the sacred, the cosmic universe.

Le Puy en Velay
Alt. 625m.
Le Puy has a fabulous historical richness that makes it worthwhile to be discovered by walking its
streets, its many monuments and exceptional site; you will get an overview on:
http://ri.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=A7x9UnSCbnFW1hIAAqWPAwx.;_ylu=X3oDMTByaDRqYzNhBHNlYwNzc
gRwb3MDNgRjb2xvA2lyMgR2dGlkAw-/RV=2/RE=1450303234/RO=10/RU=http%3a%2f%2fle.puy43.free.fr%2f/RK=0/RS=bH3DKE8o6tag2cgkzxdre
6btnwc-

Thursday, April 28:
Greetings on the field of Issoire-le Broc LFHA (850m grass runway) before 1200 LT and
lunch nearby; option for IFR arrival on the field of Clermont-Ferrand-Auvergne LFLC (3km
runway, IFR arrivals, ILS, GNSS approach); reception at LFLC will be considered depending
on the request of participants and the availability of the organizers (TBD).
The afternoon will be spent visiting (guided) Clermont and/or Ferrand; time will remain
available for shopping, the installation at the Hotel Le Lion ... and dressing … The hotel is
located Place de Jaude, that is in the very core of downtown; everything is within walking
distance from the hotel.
The city centre of Clermont is concentrated around the hill occupied by the Cathedral of Our Lady of
the Assumption. Much is made of old buildings often served by pedestrian streets.
This is where we find the commercial heart of the city around Place de Jaude.

Montferrand is a site of medieval origin and is a classified
protected sector.
Between the north and the centre, two main types of districts are to be found, predominantly
comprising Michelin factories (Cataroux, Combaude, Carmelites). In the immediate vicinity of
facilities gates, poor neighborhoods are emerging
again with workers and employees of the factory
(Chanteranne) or the "Bughes-Nord" between
Maurice Pourchon Boulevard and House of Sports
and showing the architectural influence of Michelin
homes.

Diner taken downtown around 8 PM with
auvergnate specialties (the exact place is still
TBD but should be within less than a few
hundred meters away from the hotel)

Vendredi 29 avril :
9 am precisely : departure by coach for a visit at Michelin’s.
In 1896, the Michelin brothers engage in aeronautics. They
participate in the founding of the Aero Club of France and
in 1908, while the records are still very small, they create
the Michelin Cup Aviation, rewarding the driver who
doubled in the year the longest distance established the

previous year. Also in 1908, the
Michelin brothers decided to grant a
price of 100,000 gold francs to the pilot
which would link Paris to ClermontFerrand by landing atop the Puy de
Dôme in less than six hours with a
passenger on board.

Late morning or early afternoon (time to be confirmed): departure by coach to the town of
Thiers (1/2 hour drive).
Proudly camped on a rocky outcrop, facing the Puys, Thiers surprises visitors with its medieval
architecture. At the corner of an alley, half-timbered houses, corbelled turrets reveal themselves ... just
like tunes of Tuscany at sunset.

The name of Thiers would be of Celtic origin, it means the chief's
house. In the fifth century, Sidonius mentions the city of
THIERNUM located around Saint Symphorien church. Gregory of
Tours mentions a TIGERNUM CASTRUM (a castle at Thiers)
located at the site of the Fair area. In the tenth century, Thiers is a
detached barony of earldom of Auvergne, who suffers as
throughout the region Saracen invasions pushing Thiers to build on

the rocky spur the first urban core around the stately home as well as the Church of St. Genesius.

The specialty of Thiers is the cutlery; in addition to the actual
manufacturing, it uses the very specific craft of the Émouleur:
The work of the Émouleur is to sharpen the edge and
‘launder’ gross blades. Gross blade is hardened and
tempered. The Émouleur put it in a Tenaillon on an
ad’hoc support, then weights on it heavily upon the
grindstone wheel, choosing the right angle of attack.
The blade will gradually thin and become sharp, taking
the colour of brand new steel (bleached).
As we can see on the pic, the workers adopt a position
lying on the board helping them carrying all the
weight on the forearms to provide more or less pressure on the blade.
The Émouleur works with his dog lying
down on his legs, a very old custom
allowing the Émouleur not to suffer too
much from moisture and workshop
drafts (due to the spinning wheel). A
spinning wheel has an owner who rents
seats to independent workers. The
grindstone, the board and the tools are
those of the Émouleur.

A guided tour is scheduled (TBD) followed by free time for private sightseeing and shopping.
Back to Clermont-Ferrand by coach (timing TBD) and free dinner.

Saturday, April 30 :
9 am sharply : departure of the coach for VULCANIA
Vulcania is a theme park that
allows everyone to understand the
functioning of volcanoes on our
planet. Bringing science alive by
providing sensation and emotion
while remaining true to its
educational ambition: that is the
challenge of Vulcania. Young and
old can gather around outstanding
attractions and workshops. The
scenography is both alive and
implying and arouses emotions
among the visitors engaging in
the adventure. It stands as a great
vehicle for knowledge sharing
and
truly understanding the
major challenges of the 21st
century.

Lunch on site and then depart around 3 pm of the coach for Le Puy de Dôme.

We will discover this magnificent natural site labeled GRAND SITE DE FRANCE and
located in the heart of the Regional Natural Park of Auvergne Volcanoes :

Ascension by cog railway (or walk if you
prefer)
Exceptional 360 ° panorama,
'interpretation spaces'
The ruins of the Temple of Mercury,
Pedestrian paths to the top,
Landscape reading tables.

 Return of the coach to the hotel (time TBD, but in time to restyle before the Grand
Dinner hosted in Clermont-Ferrand in a place close to the hotel).

Sunday, May 1st :
Departure of the coach destination Issoire at 9:30 am (with passage by LFLC if necessary)
Monday, May 2 :
Could contemplate a flight follow-on to VICHY.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION :

1. VERY IMPORTANT : As usual you will book your rooms by yourself for 3 nights
(Mentioning ROTARY-IFFR Group) at :
- Double :
91 €
Hôtel Le Lion
16 Place de Jaude
63000 Clermont-Ferrand
Tel : +33(0)473176080
www.hotel-le-lion-clermont.fr
contact@hotellelion.fr

- Single :
81 €
- Breakfast : 12 €
- 0.90 € taxe per night and person.

The deadline is April, 1st ; nonetheless you’d better BOOK right now, this is bank
holyday !
2. IFFR package includes :
a. The coach,
b. Lunch and dinners of Thursday noon and Thursday evening,
c. The dinner of Saturday night,
d. Charged visits and guides (no extra charge for English speaking lovely guides).
It does not include :
a. Free lunch on Friday,
b. Free dinner on Friday night.

Provisional estimate of the cost of this package (outside Le Puy-en-Velay and Vichy that
would involve a cost-sharing policy) is 240 € (to be considered as a deposit and adjust as
needed).
And, THE MOST IMPORTANT :

Please register as soon as possible by addressing:
brice.jean-luc@wanadoo.fr
Tel +33(0)6 75 07 62 65

Watch out … the pressure is increasing !
Beware, the number of places is limited, first
declared, first registered, … a waiting list is due
to be opened shortly … bla-bla-bla ….

Don’t miss it !

